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I. Introduction
The present paper shows integral boundary-layer solutions and finite-volume Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) results for flow around a NACA 8H12 airfoil profile. Typically an original or some modified versions of NACA 8H12 airfoil are used in main rotor blade of helicopters and other rotorcraft applications.
From a validated set of results and an engineering assessment, one can carefully use the CFD numerical tool to predict aerodynamic performance at higher Mach and higher angles of attack than the validated range. Therefore CFD tool can be used as an extrapolation tool to predict performance of modified NACA 8H12 airfoils, where no experimental data exist yet, especially during preliminary design before the tunnel test campaign. For example, only a compressible flow solver can be applied to studies of Mach divergence problems, a very important information in the early phases of helicopter design. An incompressible boundary-layer code coupled with external potential flow solution can be adequate for subsonic Reynolds ranges with ideal airfoils but has limitations for applications in compressible-flow regime, notably out of the correlation corrections range, in presence of massive separation at high angles of attack, particularly when one is trying to solve realistic airfoils.
The mentioned airfoil -which has experimental data available -has been simulated with CFD tool along with two boundary-layer codes: 1) a numerical code that solves integral equations of boundary-layer -with transition onset and length predictions as well as the intermittency evolution -is implemented based on literature models; 2) additionally, as a double check, XFoil 1, 2 is used due its proven reliability in aerodynamics calculations within its validity range. Both boundary-layer codes, one providing integral and another differential solution, served as traditional engineering baseline but also as tools to understand the underlying physics phenomena.
On the other hand, a modern RANS solver, CFD++ 3, 4 , has been adopted as tool due its broader general applicability than boundary-layer codes coupled -iteratively or not -with external flow solution. Its simulations takes into account effects of compressibility, turbulence and solution of the 2D flow field near and far from airfoil surface. However, it is important to emphasize that a differential code -like CFD++ and Xfoil-represent more accurately the flow history -including the pressure gradient gradient variation -than an integral code, which uses only local flow properties.
Results from CFD, Xfoil and integral code are compared with integral experimental data like , , and coefficients. Other boundary-layer local flow parameters like and are compared only code-to-code in order to verify results but mainly to understand the laminar-turbulent transition process. All the codes have models to handle or at least estimate laminar-turbulent transition onset prediction caused not only by natural mechanisms but also by separation bubbles and bypass transition mechanisms.
II. Objective
The objective of the present paper is to verify and compare a CFD tool with traditional integral code results and experimental data in two subsonic , 1.8 ⋅ 10 6 and 2.6 ⋅ 10 6 , where open literature experimental data exist for NACA 8H12 airfoil 5 .
III. Models Description
A. CFD ++ CFD++, a RANS flow solver with realizable K-ε 6 and the Langtry-Menter 7-8 (LM) turbulence models. The first is a realizable version -original of CFD++ software -of the traditional two-equation K-ε. In present paper, no transition model was used in association with K-ε, despite CFD++ offers the transition as an option for K-ε. Therefore, it is fully turbulent since front stagnation to trailing edge. In general, its use is recommended for very low, low and even transonic M in some cases. The present authors could have also selected other turbulence models like SST and Spalart-Almaras since CFD++ offers these also as turbulence models. However, the comparison of turbulence models for fully turbulent flow is out of scope of the present paper. The second turbulence model used herein is a four-equation (SST+R+γ) with transition onset prediction and intermittency development models. It is laminar since front stagnation point. Transition will occur if one of the two conditions occur: laminar separation bubble or transported predicts transition. Some authors 10 validated the CFD results with test data when using a turbulence model with transported γ equation implemented by them. As a benchmark for the new equation implementation in CFD solver, they compared also the results with boundary-layer codes -integral and differential -for laminar, turbulent and transition region 10 , where the intermittency γ goes from zero to unity.
B. XFoil
The code XFoil has been used not only to code-to-code verifications but also to compare with experimental data. Its limitations due to potential flow solutions when applied to thick airfoil shape, high angles of attack and transonic Mach numbers are not important in the present paper since the airfoil is NACA 8H12 and M is low, i.e., thin airfoil in a subsonic flow. For actual airfoil shape -high thickness and sharp finite trainling tab, high angles of attack and compressible flow conditions, like the ones found in actual helicopter rotor blade operation, XFoil will not be within its valid limits of execution.
C. Proposed Boundary-Layer Mathematical Model
The present paper proposes a mathematical model to represent the boundary-layer around the NACA 8H12 airfoil in order to estimate its aerodynamic performance. The aim is to allow a comparison of a solution from integral equation system to the solution of a modern CFD model for a flow with laminar-turbulent transition at low Re and low M. When comparing the results, the authors aimed to verify CFD results with a traditional and validated method 11 and to understand the main advantages of use of CFD in a two-dimensional, low Re and low M flow case. After a successful verification, the CFD can be used as extrapolation tool in a pre-design phase to simulate a flow cases out of limits of a mathematical model based on integral equations. For sure, further CFD validation will require future comparisons with tunnel and flight experimental data -three-dimensional, high Re and high M with laminar-turbulent transitionin order to provide accurate means to model flow around actual helicopter blades.
The proposed model has some differences from previous works of Silva 12 -14 and it intends to extend the modeling approach to flow around airfoils with strong pressure gradient variations and to consider the occurrence of laminarturbulent transition at start or along of a laminar separation bubble. In some cases presented herein, the laminar separation occurs in a position upstream the natural or by-pass transition onset. Due to distortion or inflection in velocity profile within separation region, the laminar flow may be unstable and so more susceptible to transition to turbulent flow. Those disturbances in velocity profile can be seen in H variation upstream or along separated region.
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As in previous works 12 -14 , the local value in any position around the airfoil is calculated by a first order model of linear combination of Equations (3) and (12):
For H, it is used other literature model 19 . One other condition, that is very important to link the laminar to the turbulent flow calculations, it is the momentum thickness assumption where the turbulent boundary-layer starts, is near zero and transition onset occurrs 12 -14 :
IV. Numerical Code Implementation
Regarding the code structure, the proposed numerical code works with distribution around airfoil as simple input and does not interact back with the flow by using the displacement thickness of boundary layer. It is not like Xfoil that already has a potential code integrated and does iterative boundary-layer calculations. It is a first approximation -not to have boundary-layer and non-viscous flow iterative solution -that shall be improved in next works by present authors. In sum, the code is able to receive distribution as input from one of two flow solution codes: 1) potential flow of XFoil and; 2) compressible viscous or Euler of CFD++. The compressible RANS viscous flow solution can be laminar, transitional or fully turbulent, or even all together like in Langtry-Menter model.
A first order trapezoidal integration is adopted and implemented in the numerical code to solve the equations for the mathematical model. The grid spacing is fine enough to provide satisfactory accuracy of the results. A sanity check was performed by using high order methods and first order results had acceptable results. The first order integration was also used successfully in previous works 12 -14 not only in boundary-layer but coupled with water film subjected to evaporative cooling and also coupled with streamwise thermal conduction. The turbulent boundary-layer equation model, Equations (6) to (12), were solved iteratively by using trapezoidal integration instead of Runge-Kutta, which is frequently used in literature 16, 17 . Two transition models were implemented: 1) one triggered by natural or by-pass mechanisms, Equations (13) to (15); 2) another triggered by laminar separation, Equation (16) to (18). Both models work together because they simulate different triggering mechanisms. The one that occurs at most upstream position will define the transition onset. To define the separation position, the present authors selected Stratford criterion because its reliability and accuracy for this kind of studies performed in present paper. Any separation detection criterion using boundary-layer integral parameters like , or H would be affected by the lost of accuracy of the integral method in adverse pressure gradient variation region.
V. Results and Discussion
The present paper presents three types of analyses in order to understand physical phenomena, to validate proposed numerical code and CFD but also to characterize the aerodynamic performance of the airfoil by CFD in a much broader range than boundary-layer codes are able to do. The first analysis is a local analysis of the boundary-layer by the distribution of the parameters and H around airfoil. This analysis has no direct use for helicopter aerodynamics but has an important use to verify whether the mathematical models are representing the physics. The verification of the local parameters around airfoil is sometimes required because the , and results validation at top level may not guarantee that physics is being modeled adequately. The second analysis performed is the verification of the mean viscous drag coefficient, i.e., , = ̅̅̅ . The objective is to show how a local effect like transition occurrence may affect the integrated mean results. The third analysis is the aerodynamic performance for the airfoil at two Re by polar drag and vs. curves. Those are the results required to perform flight mechanic analysis and the final objective of developing models and validating their results with experimental data. Accurate aerodynamic results will lead to accurate estimations of helicopter engine power, flight stability and overall mission performance 23 , which are key for a successful design as well as market competition.
A. Local Analysis of
and H for Case = 0.57 at Re= . ⋅ Xfoil has a higher overshoot of downstream the transition region than proposed numerical code and CFD++ LM and a small undershoot upstream the transition onset than CFD++ LM and integral codes. It can be noticed that proposed integral code separates, i.e., ≈ 0, in a position upstream than other codes. CFD++ and Xfoil have similar results in the adverse pressure gradient variation region just upstream the separation point. As the distributions of CFD++ Euler and Fully Turbulent are very similar along transition point, Figure 1 , the distribution result of proposed integral code is also similar, Figures 2 and 3 , whether it use Euler or FT results as inputs. Despite Xfoil Cp results can be used as inputs, they are not shown in the present paper. Figures 3 and 6 show same results but when the input is generated by CFD++ LM. Comparing those four graphics, one can notice that the boundary-layer code will predict separation and transition onset upstream if it uses inviscid Euler solution than LM Turbulence model. In sum, the viscous LM solution is closer to an iterative solution of boundary-layer -as Xfoil does -and flow and non-viscous Euler is a purely non-iterative one-pass solution of the boundary-layer. Finally, Figures 5 and 6 present the H distribution and quantify how much the velocity profile is different between the codes. Those differences are masked or not clear when comparing only . It is important to notice that Xfoil has undershoot and overshoots when compared to CFD++ LM, which has a smoother transition than Xfoil and integral code. From integral code results, one can notice that the laminar flow is disturbed in a position more upstream than other codes when approaching separation due to eventual model limitations. However, to know which code is more realistic, comparison with experimental data is required.
B. Local Analysis of
and H for Case = 3.94º at Re= . ⋅ The value of α = 3.94º is defined by interpolating the − curve published in NACA report 5 at = 0.57 since the authors did not mention what was the angle of attack of the where the data were measured. Therefore, CFD++ and Xfoil were executed considering this value of angle of attack as input. It is different from previous section because here the is the same for all flow solvers. Table 1 shows that some solvers required lower angle of attack than others to match same lift. As it may indicate less accuracy for the same angle of attack and both polar drag and lift curves are referred to same angle of attack, it is important to compare all solvers also with same α instead of only same .
By inspecting Figure 7 , one can conclude that Xfoil provided more lift when executed at same angle of attack of other codes. Its results have more deviation from experimental data and also from CFD++ Euler, FT and LM. CFD++ LM is the solver that has closer results to experimental data than other solutions. At trailing edge region, Xfoil and CFD++ Euler were the codes that provided results with more deviation from experimental data. There is a zoom in transition region in Figure 8 where the CFD++ Full Turbulent and Euler are not affected by transition occurrence but Xfoil and CFD++ LM are. Figure 9 presents skin friction distribution for CFD++ LM compared to the proposed integral code and Xfoil. The simulation at same when compared to same gives very similar results except that integral code is closer to CFD++ LM results in turbulent region. Regarding H distribution in Figure 10 , the simulation at same made all simulations from CFD++, Xfoil and integral code to be closer together than with same . Particularly, the integral code results for Cf and H are very close to those of CFD++ LM. 
C. Mean Skin Friction Comparison
One way to quantify the effect local effects of boundary-layer -like laminar-turbulent transition -on the airfoil drag is to evaluate the differences between calculations of mean skin friction coefficient: 24 , there is still a lack of validation of CFD local skin friction results around airfoils for transitional flows, mainly due to the few experimental data available in literature 12 . Regarding Table 1 , the fact of the CFD++ LM results are lower than integral code and Xfoil does not mean that results are less accurate because there is no experimental data to conclude so. Actually, the next section will demonstrate that CFD++ total drag results -vicous+non-viscous -may sometimes be closer to experimental data 5 than the others. Figure 11 presents the experimental polar drag curve compared to Xfoil but also CFD++ LM and Fully Turbulent. There is no integral code calculations for the polar drag yet. This validation of integral code is planned to be done in next works by the present authors. It is important to emphasize that the integral code would contribute only with viscous drag but not to non-viscous drag and lift because is calculated by an external solver. In sum, the CFD++ LM results are closer to experimental data than the other solutions. Particularly the Fully Turbulent has deviations in both drag and lift coefficients. In addition, Xfoil results are very close to experimental data when the lift coefficient is lower than unity but starts to have large deviations above that value. This behavior may be due the high angle attack limitations of potential flow code and the boundary layer mathematical model. The − curve of Figure 12 shows that Xfoil results are closer to experimental data than other solutions in range of angle of attack from -5º to 5º and that CFD++ is closer to data in range above 5º. The experimental data may have large measurement errors in range below zero since all solvers predict a linear behavior when data is departing from that. The CFD++ LM capture more accurately the maximum and degradation than other solutions. The largest deviation is noticed at 20º and that may be explained by model difficulties to describe the flow when massive separation occurs. At this high angle may be exist larger measurement errors than low angles due to limitations of the instruments and acquisition to characterize oscillating pressures at that time 5 .
D. Aerodynamics Performance Results
To complete the study the present authors also simulated the Re of 2.6 ⋅ 10 6 from the same set of experimental data 5 . Figure 13 shows the polar drag curve with comparisons between the codes and Figure  14 the − curve with results from all codes also. Also in those cases, CFD++ LM was in general closer to experimental data than other solutions.
In general, the results of fully turbulent solution generate more deviation in polar drag curve than in − curve, however, it is clear than the maximum prediction and its degradation that are also dependent of an adequate laminar-turbulent transition modeling. Despite the Xfoil has a transition model implemented, it may not captured the maximum as the CFD++ LM did because its limitations to simulate flow accurately high angles of attack, in this case > 10°.
VI. Conclusion
The results show that laminarturbulent transition consideration is very important to represent actual airfoil aerodynamics performance. If transition effects are not considered, the helicopter design will be less accurate and could cause deviation in the total power required from engine as well as could affect performance, flight mechanics and its control design estimates. Based on the results obtained in the present paper and on the deviations between numerical results and experimental data, one can make an engineering assessment and use the CFD code to estimate aerodynamic performance of an original or modified NACA 8H12 in other flow conditions, which are outside the validity limits of integral boundary layer tools -like high M and high angles of attack. Despite the CFD++ results were validated against experimental data, they were only performed for integral force coefficients, , and , not for local boundary-layer parameters like distributed , H, 2 , around airfoil. This kind of validation with local parameters is certainly required to check accuracy and also improve the laminar-turbulent transition mathematical models implemented in CFD+ but mainly in the proposed integral code. 
